Abstract. Recently, Andrews defined a partition function EO(n) which counts the number of partitions of n in which every even part is less than each odd part. He also defined a partition function EO(n) which counts the number of partitions of n enumerated by EO(n) in which only the largest even part appears an odd number of times. Andrews proposed to undertake a more extensive investigation of the properties of EO(n). In this article, we prove infinite families of congruences for EO(n). We next study parity properties of EO(n). We prove that there are infinitely many integers N in every arithmetic progression for which EO(N ) is even; and that there are infinitely many integers M in every arithmetic progression for which EO(M ) is odd so long as there is at least one. Very recently, Uncu has treated a different subset of the partitions enumerated by EO(n). We prove that Uncu's partition function is divisible by 2 k for almost all k. We use arithmetic properties of modular forms and Hecke eigenforms to prove our results.
Introduction and statement of results
A partition of a nonnegative integer n is a nonincreasing sequence of positive integers whose sum is n. In a recent paper, Andrews [1] studied the partition function EO(n) which counts the number of partitions of n where every even part is less than each odd part. He denoted by EO(n), the number of partitions counted by EO(n) in which only the largest even part appears an odd number of times. Let p ≥ 5 be a prime such that p ≡ 2 (mod 3). By taking all the primes p 1 , p 2 , . . . , p k+1 to be equal to the same prime p in Theorem 1.1, we obtain the following infinite family of congruences for EO(n):
where j ≡ 0 (mod p). In particular, for all n ≥ 0 and j ≡ 0 (mod 5), we have EO (25n + 5j + 8) ≡ 0 (mod 2).
In [1] , Andrews proved that, for all n ≥ 0
In this article, we prove that the congruence (1.2) is also true modulo 4 if n ≡ 0 (mod 5). To be specific, we prove the following result. Theorem 1.2. Let t ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. Then for all n ≥ 0 we have
We note that Theorem 1.2 is not true if t = 0. For example, EO (8) is not divisible by 4.
For a nonnegative integer n, let p(n) denote the number of partitions of n. In [10] , Ono proved that there are infinitely many integers N in every arithmetic progression for which p(N ) is even; and that there are infinitely many integers M in every arithmetic progression for which p(M ) is odd so long as there is at least one. Ono's result gave affirmative answer to a well-known conjecture on parity of p(n) in arithmetic progression. In this article, we prove that the partition function EO(n) has this property as well. We note that EO(2n + 1) = 0 for all n ≥ 0. In the following theorem, we prove the parity of EO(2n) in any arithmetic progression. Theorem 1.3. For any arithmetic progression r (mod t), there are infinitely many integers N ≡ r (mod t) for which EO(2N ) is even. Also, for any arithmetic progression r (mod t), there are infinitely many integers M ≡ r (mod t) for which EO(2M ) is odd, provided there is one such M . Furthermore, if there does exist an M ≡ r (mod t) for which EO(2M ) is odd, then the smallest such M is less than
where d = gcd(12r − 1, t) and 2 j > t 12 .
We next prove that EO(8n + 6) is almost always divisible by 8 from which it readily follows that the same is true for EO(n).
Recently, Uncu [14] has treated a different subset of the partitions enumerated by EO(n). Also see [1, p. 435] . We denote by EO u (n) the partition function defined by Uncu, and the generating function is given by
For any fixed positive integer k, Gordon and Ono [4] proved that the number of partitions of n into distinct parts is divisible by 2 k for almost all n. Bringmann and Lovejoy [3] showed that this is also true for the number of overpartition pairs, and Lin [7] did the same for the number of overpartition pairs into odd parts. In [13] , we proved that the number of overcubic partition pairs and overcubic partition have this property. In this article, we prove that the partition function EO u (n) has this property as well.
Preliminaries
In this section, we recall some definitions and basic facts on modular forms. For more details, see for example [9, 6] . We first define the matrix groups
where N is a positive integer. The index of Γ 0 (N ) in Γ is
where p denotes a prime.
Recall that Dedekind's eta-function η(z) is defined by
where q := e 2πiz and z is in the upper half complex plane. A function f (z) is called an eta-quotient if it is of the form
where N is a positive integer and r δ is an integer. For a positive integer ℓ, the complex vector space of modular forms of weight ℓ with respect to
for all z in the upper half complex plane and all a b c d ∈ Γ 0 (N ). The space of such modular forms is denoted by M ℓ (Γ 0 (N ), χ). The corresponding space of cusp forms is denoted by S ℓ (Γ 0 (N ), χ). If χ is the trivial character then we write M ℓ (Γ 0 (N )) and S ℓ (Γ 0 (N )) for short.
We now recall two theorems from [9, p. 18] which will be used to prove our result. 
Suppose that f (z) is an eta-quotient satisfying the conditions of the above theo- 
In particular, if m = p is prime, we have
We note that a(n) = 0 unless n is a nonnegative integer.
is called a Hecke eigenform if for every m ≥ 2 there exists a complex number λ(m) for which
We use the theory of Hecke eigenforms to prove Theorem 1.1. We have
This gives
and for all n ≥ 0,
is a Hecke eigenform (see, for example [8] ), (2.1) and (2.2) yield
which implies
Putting n = 1 and noting that a(1) = 1, we readily obtain a(p) = λ(p). Since a(p) = 0 for all p ≡ 1 (mod 3), we have λ(p) = 0. From (3.2), we obtain
From (3.3), we derive that for all n ≥ 0 and p ∤ r,
Substituting n by 3n − pr + 1 in (3.4) and together with (3.1), we find that
Substituting n by 3n + 1 in (3.5) and using (3.1), we obtain
Since p ≥ 5 is prime, so 3 | (1 − p 2 ) and gcd 
This completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1.2
We prove Theorem 1.2 using the approach developed in [11, 12] . To this end, we first recall some definitions and results from [11, 12] . For a positive integer M , let R(M ) be the set of integer sequences r = (r δ ) δ|M indexed by the positive divisors of M . If r ∈ R(M ) and 1 = δ 1 < δ 2 < · · · < δ k = M are the positive divisors of M , we write r = (r δ1 , . . . , r δ k ). Define c r (n) by
The approach to proving congruences for c r (n) developed by Radu [11, 12] 
If the congruence c r (mn + t ′ ) ≡ 0 (mod u) holds for all t ′ ∈ P m,r (t) and 0 ≤ n ≤ ⌊ν⌋, then it holds for all t ′ ∈ P m,r (t) and n ≥ 0.
To apply Lemma 4.2 we utilize the following result, which gives a complete set of representatives of the double cosets in Γ 0 (N )\Γ/Γ ∞ . Proof of Theorem 1.2. Due to (1.2) we need to prove our congruences modulo 4 only. We have Using M athematica we verify that EO(50n + t ′ ) ≡ 0 (mod 4) for n ≤ 1 and t ′ ∈ P m,r (t). Thus, by Lemma 4.2, we conclude that EO(50n + t ′ ) ≡ 0 (mod 4) for any n ≥ 0, where t ′ ∈ {18, 28, 38, 48}. This completes the proof of the theorem. We prove Theorem 1.3 by using the approach developed in [10] . Recently, Jameson and Wieczorek [5] have done a similar study for the generalized Frobenius partitions. To make this paper self-contained, we recall two results from [5] . Also see [10] . Let M ! k (Γ 0 (N 0 ), χ) denote the space of weakly holomorphic modular forms. Theorem 5.1. [5, Theorem 5] Let N 0 , α, β, t be integers with N 0 , α, t positive, and let
where c(n) are algebraic integers in some number field. For any arithmetic progression r (mod t), there are infinitely many integers N ≡ r (mod t) for which c(N ) is even.
Theorem 5.2. [5, Theorem 6] Let N 0 , α, β, t be integers with N 0 , α positive, and t > 1, and let
where c(n) are algebraic integers in some number field. For any arithmetic progression r (mod t), there are infinitely many integers M ≡ r (mod t) for which c(M ) is odd, provided there is one such M . Furthermore, if there does exist an M ≡ r (mod t) for which c(M ) is odd, then the smallest such M is less than C r,t for
where N := lcm(αt, N 0 ), d := gcd(αr + β, t), and j is a sufficiently large integer.
Proof of Theorem 1.3. We have
We rewrite the above identity in terms of η-quotients, and then use the binomial theorem to obtain
By Theorem 2.2, we have 
Combining (5.1) and (5.2), and then extracting the terms with odd powers of q, we deduce that
We again combine (5.1) and (5.3), and then extract the terms with odd powers of q to obtain
We rewrite the above equation in terms of η-quotients and obtain
Then we have 
then there is a constant α > 0 such that
• ), the Fourier coefficients of B(z) are almost always divisible by m. Hence, using (5.5) and (5.4) we complete the proof of the theorem.
, then using the result of Serre [9, p. 43] we also have that c(n) ≡ 0 (mod m) for almost all n in any given fixed arithmetic progression r (mod t). Hence the even case of Theorem 1.3 also follows from Theorem 1.4.
Proof of Theorem 1.5. The generating function of EO u (2n) is given by (1 − q 24n )
2
(1 − q 48n ) = η 2 (24z) η(48z) .
Then using binomial theorem we have Hence, B k (z) ∈ M 2 k−1 (Γ 0 (576)). Now, using Serre's theorem [9, p. 43] as shown in the proof of Theorem 1.4, we arrive at the desired result due to (5.10).
